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/y
LATERA
ABSTRACT OF THESIS ON
IN BEAMS'"
by
A* G• Pugsley
The present thesis describes a series of theoretical 
investigations carried out by the Author with a view to 
contributing towards an understanding of lateral instability 
in beams and its effects upon beam strength. As far as could 
be ascertained, this problem had not yet received much 
detailed consideration.
These investigations start from a study of a longitudinal 
compression layer in a beam, such as the compression flange 
of a steel I-beam, treated as an ideal free strut under 
varying end load; and then proceedto consider the effects 
first of initial lateral curvature in such a layer and then 
of the relief afforded by a specified type of lateral restraint, 
taken as provided by the remainder of the beam concerned.
From the experience and knowledge thus gained, the 
wider problem of instability in a simple beam taken as a whole 
is then treated by the assumption of small initial 
irregularities such as twist and curvature, the general results 
being worked out for beams of symmetrical cross section 
under simple loading conditions.
At each stage of these investigations the results are 
reviewed in so far as they contribute to the general problem, 
and are illustrated by curves corresponding to typical 
beam sections and loading cases. Finally, by employing a 
specified type of initial irregularity, the general theory 
for a complete beam is applied for comparison with certain ^  
experimental data and with relevant clauses in some modern ^  
structural engineering specifications.
In the course of pursuing the theoretical research 
into beam instability thus outlined, some methods of treatment 
are developed which are noted as likely to be of value in 
the future for the study of certain related structural 
problems.
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J>1# introduction*
In vim mi tho irnpor fence ©f -fee prcfolem of lateral 
instability in beass , it is sc©©what surprising to find 
bow little, work has boon devoted to its serious - 
investigation, particularly in gcgland# - In 1916, sad 
again in 1921, Mr* F> Fleming1,dree attention in America 
to the'general lacfe of teowledgo in-this matter-and to the 
©©nsequenb-'-dirergen©© of opinion atasrng practising 
engineersasexpressedby their specifications# -
M  his later not© he pointed also to the generally 
conservative m t w  of.-these specifications as compared 
with ih® results of Prof * H*F* Moore's- work^’the most 
practical InvestigaticgK- known to Mm* Hie same state of 
knowledge is found in Prof *6* H# Young's review^ '© f the problem 
at a later date, and, with-less interest and prominence, 
Biglleh works reveal a similar position in the matter#• "■-
As far, therefor®, as th® Author hae boon- able to 
ascertain, it would, appear, that on'the--theoretical sii# only 
approximate formula© for the treatment ©f the compression
flange of a tea® as a free strut are known $ whilst from the 
experimental point of view,-Prof# Moore's work provide® 
practically the only specialised published data*
For the development of a suitable formula with eopirlcal 
constant®, to bridge this gap and represent his test results, 
Prof*'Moore contributes a short -theoretical die cue elm of the 
problem* His linear equation la certainly satisfactory 
for the ©aspreasicBi of his tests, but his extension ©f these 
results by theoretical* coefficients to allow for various 
types of loading relies xpem a eGeaefi&at arbitrary treatment 
of tfe© approximate straight-line type- of strut formula* ’
Wife the abiw© position in ednd, it is the aim ©f the 
present investigation to attack the problem'm -he lines which 
have proved bp fruitful In the history of strut theory, and 
certain- basic conceptions in that theory have been adopted 
throughout this work and say be noted here*
in the first place,, a beam of ductile material is 
considered to have failed viimn at some point In its length 
til© yield stress has famm reached* This is not only 
theoretically convenient, but is ©aqperimsntally the- best 
measure of beam strength* For brittle materials, the us® of 
-an equivalent yield stress approaching in mlu© the ultimate 
strength of the material, as is -esployed In strut problem, 
is suggested*
1 sngineering lews Becord, April 6th*l9l6, and February 24th*l£21*
4 *$zm Strength of I-Beams in Flexure”,Bulletin l©*68,llhIv»of Illinois*
*win Structural Meters and Connections", edited by Profs*<M*Hoole, 
mni W*S*Kinne*
jjg & m , xx « o© reaxxsea xjmv mm i s  xn® e v ru c  
problem, ecnalderatlen is oeneentr&tsd upon flexor© in the 
. weakest direction, .so- in- the present- work the question of 
beam. “iirrwsi®* naturally" tends to limit the-field of 
investigation* For it is clear that whilst in a narrow 
beam instability is aeeentuated by virtue, of .its weakness 
; la handing'when twisted laterally from, its tsesml position, 
a broad beam is essentially1 stable- in that, its strength 
- end -its stiffness are .increased by sush twisting* ®tai 
considering,: tfeerefore, a fc«i section as a whole, -as in 
--'$> 2- below,. t&e-;treatiBeab is intended for appileatica to the 
mrrow beam, #iioh -is, of course, the » » 1  practical type*
•-■ -Proceeding then on- the '.genera 1 lines, of. strut. theory,
it m® first necessary -to:study in more detail the results 
obtained by treating a--longitudinal .eesspresslon .layer in 
a hmm as without- restraint, and. this led naturally ...to the 
Euler type eases of & % and the initial curvature conditions 
of $ 3« A stable'type of restraint involving mb stiffness 
ms next studied, as described In. § 4# .with-the results 
of these preliminary invest igailons ami lab 1®, It mm 
found--possible to approach the . generaI problem m  the , - 
'desired lines, introducing initial.irregularities in a 
manner similar to-feat employed in-modern stmt theory*
Hiis last stage of. the. work Is-described- In $.6, and
the general position reached is then, reviewed in §> 6* . 
Ihrougheuh the work, for purposes of illustration, reference 
is made largely to rectangular flanged girders with light 
w©bg| 'this is'-dene for convenience aai ease of direct -. 
application,- but the general theory -is# of course,. .indeps&d* 
©at of' the girder; type*
Z* ■ Ideal Strut with Complete lateral Freedom*
0& the etsapressicsi aid# of a einplc beam of uniform 
section, #aeh longitudinal layer of material at a glwa
5 is tape® frcsa the neutral axis is subjected by bending't# 
compressive .stress'varying with the distribution of the 
bonding moment along the beam length* If such a thin 
longitudinal layer be considered as fro® to move in a 
flan® at right angles to the plan#-of bendings without ": 
restraint or Marge -from the adjoining; layers, 'it la In' this 
lateral direction a simple axially loaded st rat’under vary** 
ing end,load:*.:- Tt® whole compression beenrof a lattice 
bridge girder or flange of a flat# girder, when unsupported 
laterally, is frequently considered as largely free in this 
manner*
For such a strut, JSuler** - treatment for axially loaded 
struts under constant end load may be developed to allow for 
variation of load along the strut length* It is proposed 
to consider-ber# tm standard oases only « f irstly feat 
involving end load varying Anearly as'for a'eompression layer 
is abeam under a'Concentrated central load;''"''and secondly 
that isrrolwiRg loading varying parabolieally as for a 
similar layer in a beam under load log uniformly distributed 
over its spaa*
In the first place accurate solutions for fee critical 
loads for- fees# cases on the-normal 'Buler assumptions' will 
be Obtained^ - and -afterwards ess approximate method for 
treating such struts will be given* this latter method 
will later b® of value in the more complex problem of 
a 1 loving for the influence of’adjoining layers.
$ 2*1* Accurate Solutions.
§> 2*il* Central Load Case*
With the .notation of Pig.#t, ami considering for 
fence only.the one ha!f**lmgth of strut there shown, m  have 
for the. end lead %  at sny section *
p
P = -r
f Is the . load at the strut centre*"1 then for the 
strut, in. a deflected position, the flexure say be expressed 
by the shear equation «
dtf _FT. —i = — P • —
X dec3 ^  jix
« where I Is the moment of. inertia of the strut section
appropriate to lateral deflection. 'Substituting for ^  ami
Cf • B*E*S*A*. Specn* F© • 1 S3»{1923), Parts 5 and 4*
di ?tzwriting 0 for the elope ^  mad cv for ££ , this
eqmtim bbecai®®:'*»-
i® +• ~  -jl& — o «»«—*««*»».«{ x)
uX2 f /
• l-lis Is a fcrm of Kiccati s Equation ami its . solution may h# 
obtained by ih# standard method of integration by series, 
uni mm b® expressed in terms of Bessell*s Functions or 
direetly ms am infinito series as follows -
tb® cornstant B is mro frost the condition-of zero bonding 
moment (is* a™ s 0) it x a 0* 2hen since © * 0 at x * C,
either A Is also m m  and mo deflection occurs or -
••, » I r^ gT \ -r ’«* - At- ** *\... —  0Lk li
from this aquation, (X *7*837 ***, and the Buler maximal 
load for this ease is thus given by *
El
p » 7*S37 -rr _' **ra” fl» wu "»—w WTW*»=^ fTf £
X.
®dg particular' ease has been investigated before in eonnootioa 
with the problem of a tail eolwim loaded by its mm weight, 
sad a similar result obtained*
If the strut b# a rectangular &m of Width b# th® madimsa 
B%rm& (te'; } corresponding to $E-uhm<» is givm by * -
^ © / >2. £ j J
-where i it the total length (26 ) of the strut*
*’ 7* Forsyth8s differential ’ squat i<m®” t...§§ .108-111* 
"^p'rof«0re@nhill (proe# Casdb* Phil* So®*, 1881)*
$> S*ll* Uniform Lead Case
,,1he investigation ©f this ©as# mf bm approached in a. 
®®*mer similar, to that adopted aleitj : only m  hare far the 
end'load (P^ ) a new expression as follows «
Shea with, the earn©. notation and pyoeednr© as before* a, sew 
equation of flexure is. fosad. .«*. ,
g  t 4}
Ills .my, be ..solved direetly-by-the-application of aa 
infinite-power series .with mfcnown eoefflelents*.- . Pms taking*
O - A0 + /},* + f\t?u -+ J\5
-we ©an substitute in eQmtioa. ( 4) and .s.’cieeesgively eQmte 
coefficient*_of powers of % to. sere*' *,.. Xneidentally we-nay 
note that m  %£, « 0 at m - 0* the -coefficient A, » 0* In
this'man#? w# obtain ,the solution-.of-equation (4) in the 
form of. an infinite series .-**■?. .
e • *  I • - i-:S P  *■«)’* *
1% then.hare as before that''as . © - 0 at'* s £* either 4«s'0 
or. if .there i.s definite..4efleotion *»
I — ita. -f -l-a + r" <*2—  ^<x -.+■ ~~ a2— - q
3 ^  .^5 , j 4  : i>n "*
By .taking, this slowly, ecmwerging-eerise .to. sons twelve 'terms*
w® are afel# to- aioertains that -
oc a S«1
giving for th# &aler oonditicm -
—
Again* for .the ©as® .of the reetangula.r soot ion strut, this 
©orrespends to * , ' ■
f« * <'7 £•(£)*  (6)
Wm' Luther ia net mmm ©f any published solution for• -■ 
this mm%% thm nurseries! tag® of equation {5) above nay,
bouever* .b« oosapared with an approximt# m i ®  of § giv@n 
by Prof* Morley in a paper'to b# noted more- fully belev*
£f*2« Ipproxfosate Sclufleas *
'.- I' mmbay of" methods' haw already1 been developed 
for "the 'approximate' treatment Of' the above" and' similar-;''" 
strut prcbiems* ■•" Far eases of - linearly mrying lead for 
a tferiea of standard eodt cond it ions * app r eacimte solution# 
©ora obtained by Mr* Eoga Eato?‘ ' s $hs treatment of 
these and further mms ms later considered by ':
Prof. Morlsy, who bbt&iaed solutions by the assumption 
of deflected form: equations, afbereards oorr©©t@i by 
successive approximations# for insertion ia ©."general 
banding ncs&nt'equation for'tha given. strut conditions* : 
A'method of aotutioa-basod m  a slmilar aasumpii©a of 
form for. use in am interesting application of strain -; ■ 
energy eoneider&tiegts as xelnted'to stability M s  boon 
glTon by 'Mr* S* - fi&oshenko*'- '' '
■ $h® present sjsthod" is baaed hpcsi' the conception of 
boating-' of footsreally' due to' end lost*- as produced by 
stm suitably, disposed imgimry .lateral load* A 
convenient arrangement' of lateral'' loading i# ohesest to 
give... a ' distrlbuticsi of bending- moment along- the strut 
closely reselling that believed to be induced by the • '
varying 'end- loads and the magnitude of the- lateral lead* ' 
img is 'then adjusted to produce a madmtsa bending merest 
the strut of the earn* amount as that estismfei to be 
produced by the sad lead itself* Shis new method is 
really a development and generalisation of that smstimas 
arbitrarily spplieS to the particular ©as© of a strut 
under' constant end lead, for which an imaginary m i f e m  
lead ia uesumed*
£ 2*21* ©^Baral Method* '
.; ■ if P*. be the end load in a strut at any sseticn, w© 
have for the shear (S) os that section *
s= %z- ** doc
"aigineering*,. lovsriber SCth, '19lf *
Journal of the Soc* of Medu SotglneerSj Tokyo* Japan* $07*1915* 
’ “Applied gtotieity11 by S'* thaoshen&e mi J*M#Le89ells (1928)*
If tel* toe- differentiated with respect to at*-,, we obtain 
a tom 4r corresponding to a rate ©£ lateral loading (p)
P . + djl' dy
Si is equation forms a basis for the derivation of aa 
approximate equivalent lateral loading system* Because 
later this system is to be employed' for the ealeuiatl<m of ■ 
deflections, It will hast to® of a sissple typo to enable a 
'dirootquotation of standard .deflection-results- and. the 
consequent airo'idonoo' of. any laborious- deflection. calculi 
ations* Fro® a mental consideration of the mrious
terms of equation (7) for a particular prctolest, suoh a 
ehoieo is generally readily »ade$ and, if necessary to 
cheek its accuracy* tho correspond lug beam deflection- font
equation say to® applied in tho atoovo equation t© .derivfe a 
©ore detailed knowledge of tho correct lateral leading 
..-variation*If desirable, swceesairo approximation m y  thus 
readily be m & e  in these early lateral loading considerations 
rather thoa at a later stag®: necessitating almost ©staplete 
reca leulatien * ■ it tho nmm time, mi idea of the order of
accuracy to to# expected nay toe obtained*
Earing decided.upon a suitable lateral leading system* 
.its ©ms' equation of deflection'fora is empleyed .with tho orii 
load to determine tho m lm  of tho maxinEum bending wsmmb m  
tho- strut*. . Si® for the m m  of Fig.l* <m h&rm in general 
.te rm s  * * . . . .
M m *x .
e . . . . . . .
, 'f. doc _# & \
^  0 |g j:
•-and this is then solved in terms of' the msdsiis deflection* 
From this and the corresponding equivalent lateral loading 
moment, sadto loading becomes known in terms of the end 
loading and the unknown maximum strut deflection* Ism toy 
equating tho lateral...leading' maximum deflection expression 
to this unknown deflection* 'the latter may to® cancelled from 
tooth sides of . the equation in..the tsml manner and the 
approximate iSuler load is obtained. tee above description 
will. no. dcnibt to® more readily, tasderstood toy referenoe ,to the 
emmples of tee'.following ..paragtaph* ■-.,.,
£ £.«2&* Ann I lost I  one to Standard Cases. . - ,
■_">/ V* . 1,1 f r '^  TI- T iu  IT-Tmru----------- — 1- f  - - 1111— 117----------------------- n I r i IIIT- - n"-r 1 nun n ■ i n i !!•■ '
For the (Base'.of £2.11 above*. a simple ©ai cantilever 
load (W) is first assumed* Ihe corresponding deflection 
fora is *
that th» c&ntilewr .load assumption in act.' unreasonable! 
another possible siingil# assumption erring in as*
opposite sense is the linear distribution of loading 
indicated is the same figure* f ■' Retaining for the moment 
our original assumption* we haw frost eristics® (B) and •
{§) afesw W ': . ■■■■^';T -rr>;/= -
=? f  r * = w t .
«• and ‘ then for the maximest deflection «•:
^  3 £ X  '■ 8 frl ,. . . v,
•by substitution frm above* 1h«s for a ease i» which -
daflast ion aetm Ilf occurs* '"the Staler load is- obtaiB@i:'* ^
ibis is only %% abow ■' the accmrate result of equation C % ) * ' 
Ka5 ths ahow«©.0nti©noi altermtlw lateral loading -ays-tea 
been employed» the result obtained by a similar process 
would haw been ’■«* v
p 7.5^
• a mine 4$ toe'Small* tt' .-these results are an indication
of the degree of accuracy readily ebtaimble by the present 
m ethod* " r \ .. *: " - j ■ ■
': for the 'ease of $&«1$ aboire* a simple' on# "e&ntilever 
load (If) may again bm assumed* though by comparison with the 
nhm® it way clearly be #3^ 30tod to produce a result rather 
mors- then'-2^ in'excess-of the accurate mine* - - -v; From. >•? 
equations (8) and { 9 }* w# then how ■■«*
H. w .  * ^  P«. ■* wt 
U ,. X  - 4  • -^.O. ....:.3  £ X  bo fz±.
•wliese# for tbs critical load <*
^  = 5.45 ^
Ibis is ibcw' thetaecwatejiraluo*'^
Ihe abmre rssults are as 'accurate as the first-eppraxi** 
ma'ticns, of.""other me^odSj-.yet owing' to the gustation of rssults 
ttm standard beam eases are obtained more readily |. and at the 
■ same' time a rough mean# of otmsidering shear becomes available 
as well as a conception of loading which will later be 
appreciated a# of real mine in the problems ©f subsequent 
paragraphs • '
y 3* Curved Strut with Ocuvilete lateral Freedom*
itTnii'i i   imit<irit*miriniiw««roi«wiii«irTiri iitiiiiir»«riTiiriTrriiiifirn>i'fii,iiiiiitimiWMriiTiii,WTOTMimTiiiii)ii>iiii»iwnriii iiriiiirniinTinnmniiinwiiii <ir*mni r nn'iaiiin
Hie behaviour of a compression member widw a truly 
axial load is considered in - tho preceding section us the 
aesttsptiene of perfect initial straightness' ( in tho 
pim.m concerned) and vnifomdty of section* In the 
; ©as# of stmts -tsider ■ constant- end lead, theoretical "" 
a I Ismnsi for the fact that such ideal conditions 3® not 
actually obtain in practice is mi® by tho assumption 
of •&.-initial oooontrioity ©f(@ni load or of an initial 
curvature of the atrut Itself i and for cases of mryisg 
mi -load, the application of some suslt device is clearly 
deslrablei*' --Of the two. methods mentioned, the fermt has 
perhaps become the more tami, hut the latter has advantages 
for the present pnpow* As sill he seen below, it facili­
tates the slutlcn of the issuediate problem, and at the same 
time for subsequent wore complex problems it provides a ' 
basis for 'ecnsideretim  which is more real end ’mere - readily 
'visualised than an equivalent eccentricity condition# '■'■-■•■
■ Asswating - the presence of initial a general
mode of' treatment is first developed* 'and its application 
to the standard eases of-the previous - section then 
considered •
$ 3*1* general'Solution*
Consider the typical strut of fig *3 m&mr a varying 
©ail load (Fx )• hot m b® the wajdmrn amount of the
initial e a m t w ,  increasing under the. action of the 
■end load to m .amount -’a*• Hssn if y refers tea final 
total > deviation fron the straight position axsd'y1 to the 
corresponding deflection frm the initial curved form, m  
have for the shear-fores- equation ■* '■
FT = - P  ^- E-' rfx* *- 3i
If for all values ‘of x, y -and y* are so related"that' : 
y' m ®f9 'shore n is m constant,' this equation becomes —
p 7 ^  _ —p .  <** "t i n  • - —: -  »*. T~■• JUz. - &X. ;
Frcm a .eons'iderattoii of this' equatifin as eaipar®i with the 
similar basic1 expression -'in '4 2*1- 'Shove, "the solutions there 
given will clearly still he valid,provided (’2Xxs) is 
s instituted for (Si)* .Unis In general so-may writ# 
the solution a® -
tin
P =  K,- -7T-
I*
Cf * work of Mr*#*M*l§onerieff# and Professors l»fi*Sniith, and 
H*V«Southwell on eccentricity, asd of J«Perry asd 
A»Bdbertson ©a curvature*
1® previous theoretical treatment appears t© have "been given
fm the problems of this paragraph*
- share Kt": is a. constant haring a by the
mprmpmking JSuler load *
p . K ■ ' '
%  *' . fc‘  ;
Press these tee aapressiong,---a .mluat. .for a Is Stained
n *  fk
Referring again to Fig«S, w© have. for- Hi# maximum bending 
moment'on the strut » ■-
' 1 WAAJr. *■*
-ehsre Kz is a constant depending. upon the distribution 
of ttemrying end load ami the final fora of the deflected 
strut} ami clearly'say sis# b# derived frm the accurate 
results of the corresponding Saler eelutlen given In § 2*1<
But since for all points along the strut y f « my, «e tew 
■ for the position of maximm deflection-./ ;: - --
m.
(JjL—|r\} ~ K»C*~ (JL — l - r \
• and heme®
H^ . = K* B ~- i _ . E    — (1 0 )
By the addition of the stresses produced ia. the strut by 
P and M ®x.«, the maxlmoa .compressive- stress is cbtaimed •
= fm significance of the assumption y’» ny, which has hmn 
.s&de.la the.above treatment, naty here he noted* ■ In -effect 
it is th# assusptioa that the form of tha initial curvature. . 
shall b@ similar to Hi# final, form, of the 'deflooted strut*
(,3he cosine form-of initial curvature m  sometimes used for 
a strut under constant end load is really, a. particular case 
, of; the general assumption nm mad®) * .. By its ad op tiem, a 
slight inconsistency is introduced owing t© the fact that 
th# fom.cf the initial curmture assumed will theoretically 
■wry tdih the disposition-'of the end load to he 'considered} 
hut this is. clearly not a practical disadvantage*
. Ihe general method outlined above will mow h@ applied 
to- the- -two standard eases uader special consideration*
for fhe centr&l ImM m m  of the m l «  of f£ is
glY&n %  #qratiG& (I)* . la ordar to iMraia Ea *,tks '.
eaqpraesiim gi¥@a ia ilia ssrs paragraph for the slop# $ is 
iaiagratai* and. tha:. caastaatft. ©bbaiiia# Zjem. ill# ©©siltloss 
y  sb i  t i  z  *  0 , a s i  y  -g 0  at at *  £ • la  this «&y tfe# 
deflecting is calculated -
J ^ [ ' - m , l l ' - ^ & f f ^ - - . S j  — <»>
Iftea for the beading moment w® httvs -
t
M = f *1 'max. t J vtsc'a
laserting ia feis expressiea ifea m t o  of y from ©qmbim (II) 
and then writing <x • 7*357*..* the eoastaab Kx is
©btaiaai *
K* * *387£f....
** and hone® -
I
M~oc. « -3815 Bn..M.CVX. OO rwv
I — y.gyj ' jpj )
.For the wiiferm lead case of £2*12, a similar solatim m y  
fee obtained * fa© for® expression derived from the equation for 69
ia this ©as© i# • * ■ ■ ■ . ■ • '  ; ■ ■
*7<SX> C I ^ /a.^1 oj ^  j 13)
« sad from this and the relationship - ■■■■■■
h —  - t {
* we f ind ia manner described abcse that *
K> * *55&....
«* and hoaoe -
f m  &#. two staiiiar# m & m  m i m
•qmtioua (12) .and {14) enable tho m x i s m  beading itmests 
to be oaloTilst^ i for a fatesn amount of initia 1 © u m t w ® *
_ ; By the application of squattest' C M) , to a rectangular 
.cra^ression flaiag® ( mid steel }, ..averags stress®# P/A 
corresponding to &' uniform ms£®m total stress of tho 
yield talus ( taken at M  toss per s«l* inch) Imw® hmm 
calculated -for various- talus#- of the spaa to wiith rail© 
l/b|. .aai the. results ar® illustrated by Fig«4* a series 
of curses. b#lag gison for mricua m i n t  of the initial 
eursaturo toss at# ... ,: .
§ gerap resales* .Member .with Lateral .Restraint*
. She result a efil abwt on is# strength of e®t®i 
strut© miar Tarring end load are of direct practical 
mlw,/provided that there is collets lateral freedoa 
of movement* As noted in § 1, for th# doe lg& of. 
girders wife cut positive lateral ssttppoFf, seas such . 
assisnption ia frequently made, though usually by wry 
approximate modifications to staple constant sod load 
strut formula# rather, than by such detailed consider® 
ation as in§ 3* Tot whilst this process clearly 
res nits in safe design, the effects ©f any rest raising 
actions- actually present m y  sell b# eueh as ..to render 
its-provisions umieeessarily generous*
the eeapression-flange- or b o m  of a girder must be
laterally restrained im acne degree by the pragtaos of 
the girder w@b* la the case of a bridge girder with a 
light eeb and tension. flange .held firmly by mm® stiff 
flooring system, this restraint will b# provided largely 
by the stiffness of the web against transverse betiding* 
Under such conditions, the problem beeesias &m®nabl# to 
theoretical trsatme&ti for as the lateral deflection 
of -the -flange will mug# the w©h to bead fron the fixed 
tension flange as a cantilever, its resistance, or the 
restraining fore# acting upm the ecupresaioa flange, will 
be approximately proportional to the lateral movement*
It is therefor#- proposed in this paragraph to 
Investigate the affects which ecntiiiuoug rest mining 
feoes,. proportional at any point to def leetien, m y  Jrnv# 
v&m- the strength, ©f a compression flange* lir iMs 
ptffpeee, varying end load in the flange to correspond 
to the central load case of $ 2*11 is assumed, though a 
degree of Initial curvature is Introduced m  in J>3«2*
In the first place, it will be ass tamed - that the flange 
er.bocm is specially stayed at its ext reuse ends-so-, 
that no lateral movement m y  eeenr at the##- points £ and 
then ae a second ease, the condition of complete fbeedoan, 
apart f r m  the continuous web res training aeti<m# will be 
Investigated* ' . '
4*1«■ Compression Flange- with Bads. Fisesd in Position*
Referring .to Fig *5,.-'the-final. lateral deviation from the 
origin will be takest.-ae-yju the initial-.valne of y for the . 
unloaded conditiea.:-will b# y " ,  yt.being reserved for .the 
actual movement ®itr. lead# :.3hem at any point y V  y “ • y| 
and' at the- centre a m © + m, where m is the initial curvature, 
e its increase under load and a its final value*
lh@ motion resisting si ©flection, corresponding to 
the' conditions stated mbow, wilt bw taMa: at kf1 par tmf.% 
length, where k is a constant depending on the web stiff­
ness, assim®3 constant*
:l ie  form of ihs deflected flange w il l  net d if fe r  nusti 
from that of a free  s tru t, and it w il l  b® eontrenlenb to ' 
adopt Hie fo ra  o f equation (§ }  of £2«2£# re-w ritten as 
below -
/ 3 x JL X? 1
Js a-a. £ -L e - ^  e» J
-• mat then to employ the’initial curvature- fern aeste^'IAm 
•cf $5»1, so that -
; „ I X  * J '3? \
J  = ( r e  - a.- 6s '
» whence the momment tstder I m i  is-obtained • / • '
j'. c j H - t g
Allowing • for''•■the' end: - reaction,,; the bending momsnt at any
.section of the flange say be espressod ms follows -
f k r z l  i ^ - ^ 3 +  ^ {-xJ r ^ +x) ^
• and m y  be integrated by the use of the approximate 
mines assumed for y an&.y7 as above* the resulting 
equation is -
fcj _ 3 x.q i ju/i Jte » . ** , x. ^  I
x ~ f p  e ( * *  £ t3 j — c is)
For a Eiasisum value, when &.* 6, we bare, * 
‘8 P<x"'|kc^ "
- s&ere 1C * k £ * It resa&lna ".to' a and © in terms
of the initial onrmtur# • ’ 9iffereft^ latlng- equation C15) 
twice for the deflection y ; and Inserting the smdiMmw ,
^  S C at 2t ** £, y' « 0 at as: -s 0, and finally y ,; » e at as « 
-we derive -■ ’
Inserting''-these' 'm.tmm" In ©qmtioa (16) above **-
tee*
M i p-
,+ 3S EX
/ ' EJt +  11.f £ l  /o5 E l
It will fee seen" that* allowing fortee effects p.
>a* this equation beeomea the mam m  
(.12') shea St the restraint factor* to sero* 
increases tha beading ssaaeat decreases* fall!
|pm mkmn E ® if F« For Mg 
>, tends fee ths * of this prim
>• Fro® the -original ass ties* the mine of 1 
a particular ©as# is given by the lateral for©# per 
longth ©f girder required to pred'&se enit deflecfeioa 
top of the girder seb, Multiplied by £* • Further 
consideration is given to this constant in § 4»$*
d> 4*2 • Ceispressiffti Fiasco with Free Sois*
 mi iiyriiiiir i  11 Miriiiiim i i i rti iM irifirifiiiiiiiiiMTiiiniiiii mi hi run"1 iir'miiTP r "■■'■■i'iiitt1 tn irr--»........................ ....
Mmloylng the notation of the above paragraph 
referring to Pig *6* the fora m y  again he sasmed *
/ . * . & _  -1. 3? \
J = a~ (x c x t')
■« and f o r  th e
<i /  3 X. f s
J  = ^ ( r e ' r  e? /
defleatlcsi" of the ■
i / 3 X I .*-■*
3 = -e -(-c ( s‘ t~ t  p
2h©a for the bonding mc^eat at any- section
K =  -fj + j v ' ^ iV' C » , 6 &
Integrating this
»a for y and yj
M*.- [I-30"- I t ’ I?'*' b ]  i ke£ — — < is)
Pot? the m&a&mm mmmntg inserting x'« t- 'm^ :% m k £*' •
By tli© doi&l* dt^oraatiatieg of ©qmtisss {18 )* laserting 
in the process- the oorJitimis «* 0 at i «  d ,
y ’ §s «® at sc « 0#. ant y'. & o»# at x » £* c is obtained -
rrv.
8 el j . jSz K
P ?  ■ <05* p
Ihen.frcei th# condition «
■■■■■ , d
J Jo
- the value' of e ia found to hm § c* / Substituting thea# 
results in'©qmtion (19) the- sasdmiM b®mMmg '
mmmn t is'derived '•
- . fJ- - 
, 1 + 531 ET
I U  —  i  p   ;----------------- ----- — — •
►no**. ^  p t,v /3 t K'X*’ .20}
1~ &-EI ■* *'cy EJ
3hi» expression corresponds to equation (IT) above; 
the moment fall# to its primary win# of § Pa than 
S amounts to P# and for higher values of £ tends to
7*% ths» of this primary moment* . 'Cmtiparison. of these 
results'' wife, those- given in $ '4*1 / indicates ' fee effect of 
the' end restraints" .there .assumed a# a means ' of s trengthening 
the compression flange of a girder*
? 4»S* It# Restraint Constant (K.)* :
■ It remain# to consider in detail the- value of the 
fa©tar (I) .for any particular case* As long ms the 
loading mpm a girder Is sufficient to produce mltf small- 
stresses in the flange# and veb# &■ will approximate to 
a value to he derived by the treatment of the web m  a
B-implm cantilever fixed at the tans ion flange* . fh® 
result .ftot&insd ia this manner for a plate web cf 
'thickness' ft* and iapih ®d® is given fey .tbs equation •
K0 = 4 e e 1
For the web/structure-of--a-lattice girder#, it..will be 
sufficient to -derive K by a similar calculation# making 
due,'allowance'for the web -strut spacing# assumed'' 
uniform* ■ ■for this case - .- .
where i is the girder depth# s the vertical strut •
'■ spacing of the l-web system* a n d i t s  appropriate .
--moment of inertia* .
IMlst the mb am m l  -mm will be satis factor? for the 
first stages of leading, it is clear the shear forces 
present will tend to increase the flexibility of the w©b 
of a girder in the same may as the deflection of a beam 
is increased by the presence of any compressive end load* 
Far this reason* the above values of K ham been 
written E0 , K itself being reserved for the final value 
embodying;aa allowance for the shear effect# As the 
shear along the beam length is constant for the present 
case, and is proportional to the flange load P, the mb 
deflection say be taken m  increased in. the ratio *
» a w#ll«foiowa approximtion for compression effects and 
comparable with the result# of $> 3*1# Ihe flange 
load PiE It her® that load in the flange which would 
occur when the corresponding. shear, is just sufficient
to produce instability of the Suler type in the web
structure* Mop ting this ratio,. & ia obtained -
.m « m m n c n (  22 )
r
K  = K * 0 -  f j tm  trn #»i 'on niff m  ■
fhvs 'the restraint .factor (!},’ whilst a constant along 
a girSar length f o r  a given stab# of central leailog* 
varies "vlth the lo&d T as well as with the w@b stiffness
&s a simple e&aiilewr* ..^; It. is clear, ©f course, from 
■equation (23) that to- -derive any ultimate benefit to the- 
flange f  m a  the; weh restraint* the yielding valua for F 
must be Jess than the era,ileal.-load *se* • -
Fig.f .Illustrates fn# effect# of web restraint of : 
ills type here, considered for a spedflei ■ rectangular 
flasg#, : the form ©£ presentation being similar to that 
adopted JUi fig*4* - As well -as the eurv# for this 
particular ease*, a curve corresponding to the limiting 
moment when l is wry large, a M  anothor for the 
©ORiitioa of no restraint C & « 0) are giTen, all being 
baaei upon the aa,m@ mine of the..initial curvature a«
It will be seen that csi' this'diagram, a given girder 
section is represented by a transition curve - springing 
from the: curve K » O and becoming asymptotic to the 
I ;» oo * ..lie girder mmtim taken has an 
exaggerated web weakness in ©rsler to illustrate this .type 
Die urve c- lea r ly | for-nor# practical seat Ions the' ■t 
transition will: take place at smaller Vb mlues, so that 
flia,whole.-.jourvs will tend: bo ©pp r ©xismi#.more closely 
to the limiting;- X •**- oo -curve* * - c,>. :a ..:; . :•..:?. - -
w g i m w w fO T . «a> «■»# »  m  * »
§ S• : . general 'jheoty for Simply Supported Fro# Beam#
. 1i# work ©f §§ 2. and 3 above is 'concerned. ' iasadlately 
' itibi the. coiidltion of..a.'strut m&er.varying.*on!.load, -and 
'..jdtft- complete., lateral,freedaa# "'"As mentioned In §'%, a 
Imgitud-iml oGsapressiegl" layer in a b m %  provided it is 
unaffected by ..adjoining. layers, is ye^mntettas of this 
..type of-strut! but '..in mrf ..eases, adjoining layers ant 
clearly affect the condition of any particular layer, and 
. it- is - proposed■■'&«*» to. extend . the Investigation of,'..the 
lateral .stability of a Ssyev to.' tbet of a beam as a, *&©!«*
.5*1* Seneml fheory* t 
■_ <£ 5*11* Basle Ags»vmtlcog»'
\T;.; $he • ecms.idefatisn cf indiwidu&X' ■longitudinal layers 
;■ in a" beam. indicates th»b the compression layers will all 
tend to deflect laterally, whilst equally" important 
ter s ion. 'layer.#, will tend to preserve their mloadei 
" positions* . It is thus clear that the aeeiims of & 
beam, remote frcsa rigid supports will rotate to s ®  
definite extent in-'order - to give elastic, equilibrium*
■ Bits requirement is generally recognised, hut shat does 
not appear.;to have, been -remarked before it that in order
,r to.attain. a-,,stabls'attitude not only Is the twist of -a 
beam necessary,' but a bodily lateral movement is also 
required* Ihus considering, for example,bfe# pure
■ rotation of a symmetrical section beam, the' 'tendency.
. for the compression layers to cause movement, apart ■ 
from any distortion'of. the- section itself,. will be exactly 
* oounterbalaisoad by the opposite .tendency. induced by the 
} tens Imr layers j and thus no..simple .rotation of mmh. a 
beam could occur* But if the beam ware; to suffer, bodily 
. lateral' deflection as well as twist, the. ctmpressim 
‘ layers can. become .more remote frdm .their ’unloaded.
" positions Srna. the.• tension. layers', so .that , there will be 
a raaultat .lateral. ■force and. torque upon. the beam to 
.'.maintain the deflected position* Shis conception of 
the actual conditions Is illustrate by fig.*8, Shear# <k 
Is the. retatioiS'. of the central see,bias- of a beam wider 
leal and © . the corresponding-lateral movement* By 
analogy wi^ ri similar problems on the of struts,
tbs introduction of initial irregular 1,ties is desirable, 
and is effected by .the insertion of a twist /*■ and 
lateral eurvatnr* st as .shown in the same diagram*
One# the above type of defense tioa is visualised,
,. the possibility of ..treating a .collate besm m  tbs. lines 
adopted in § 2*2 becomes apparent* Si® lm.gim.ry lateral
loading there employed nay now obviously be tak@a m  
the d ire c t cause of the la te ra l jaoretaeat and tw is t 
noted' above * In  th is  say a. node.'of trm feient, capable 
i f  necessary &£ Successive appr cxim aii ©sa, feeecgaes
available for this ©tables: preblwa of b&mn stability; 
and its applications to practical cases follow a 
readily visualised process*
111 the deformiions involved in ."Buis work are, .. 
for- the theoretical treatment, &ss»msi to be small* 
this Is Justified both by ih® result# csbtateei by the 
application of the prosent theory,"'Sad' by esperlisgntal 
evidence as to the .condition# Obtaining at the'sorasnt 
of yield failure* ' Im ' ® m m ^ w m m $ changes of beam , . 
seoti m  moments of inertia tins to email rotations arc 
ignored, and it beecsses clear that beam Wrswesa®, 
mentioned in #1, is not. the primary m m ®  of lateral . . 
failure*: nevertheless, it nay be remarked here that
whilst the degree of narrowness as', suds In thus not of 
primify injportanes. It wilt mo doubt'affect the' 
suddenness and' eoapletsnesa «f the initial yield 
failure, and to that extent should certainly be teyt in 
mini by the designer*. .
6 5*12 • SoneraI 'Utethod*.., .
• A theoretical soia of treatment .based f a  .tli . . 
general assissptiess noted above my mm  b# outlined* 
iwforring to the;typical uniform.beam section of f %#9, 
the normal hording stresses ©a such a cress-section' 
will bi felsa n  known* . . ihea for. any layer a#.that 
Indicated' by ’shading, its ompmsslm _%mi my be' . . . ':. 
calculated and its lateral deflection. expressed ia terras 
of w a  ^ , 'and '■«* " "" from these values and a 
knowledge of the ©si conditions’, the appropriate; 
Imgismry lateral loading for th® layer nay.be devised 
in 'thermm m  described1 in' $IUSU /Shi# nay be done.." 
for all"layers ef the beam (either by mu esyressies!'" 
ia general" terras-'or by the suitable sdhdirision of an 
irregularly Stayed section) and frm the resulting , . 
lateral' l'eads: nay be Obtained -
(a) A total n®% lateral lead on %e bmm and 
its distribution* ,
\m (b) fb© total net'.torsion ©a the beam- at 
' '" any section*
Both of these actions, are thus sbtalned im tarsia ©f the 
simple bending stresses, the beam .constants, the known.
Initial; irregular!ties /k ami . and' the. uhk&osn. mowisstiiii
ot and'''©.* " ■ ' "
- ' Hwi from the load '(a), an equation for the.. ■ 
corresponding deflection e is- obtained and from the. 
torsion-(b), mu- expression for. fee twist <* » By th# 
solution of these two siiRnltansGua equations, the
w t o » s  a and 0 &r© derived! .and thus the. deformed 
shape of . the whole beam is etgop lately determined*
It is t© be noted that, as in the o m l  twisting 
theory for the simple treatment, of solid section shafts, 
fee beam section itself I® msawed to .suffor. no appreei«
able distortion| this is considered permissible owing 
to the smallness of the torque concerned, end., the 
special seede of its application* . , leferen©© may also be 
'node her© to the results of & 4 mbm® as illustrated in
Fig*?* ■ .
. Frcsa the shape obtained in. tbt# m m @ r  described above, 
by ecaaidsrisig any particular layer, the additional 
stresses present due to the lateral summat say be 
calculated as. required*
In carry3Uag oat the above process of calculation,
it is quite easy to allow for any offsets of a beam load 
free its centre- linej all that is required is the 
Insertion of a' corresponding. terqoo t e m  Is the 
expressless (b) above*
; i general, point in the. theory. fens- out lined. is. that 
for a bmm of any particular crees^eetiOKi, the Siatri** 
button of the end filing for©#® ( i*@* against twist) 
is aateaatieelSy determined by that cross~seetiGn* 
lliitsb this fact is clearly a theoretical disadvantage, 
its effects my, by St^enant’s 'Principle, be. reasonably 
considered as loealised at the girder ©Bis*
.In .the follcwing .paragmphs, it Is proposed to . 
Illustrate'feis general theory by detailed applications 
to beams. of syonstrieel section ■ .Suitable ..standard 
loading eimdltions*
^ ’feneral &VPIleations to Standard loading Cases*-.
$ §*tl* Be&a .under Central .lead». .
.Bef erring - to Fig*f, and adopting fhe netati.cn there 
Illustrated, if f be the msi»ts bending, stress on the 
central motim due to the load: 1, » -
2lax* Bad bfei in %picaX layer e. il. f
feen as-aisaing restraint against .overturning end moments... . : 
and eaploying the ease single approximate iaagimry lateral
lead for’this linearly varying end load a# in <£ 2*22, the 
equivalent -eoncentraied lateral lead will be -obtained 
by equating moments' *•
bJsrj^ te+«^ ) 4v.a+^)^j 
r‘■ ^  ~ Jc cf^^ £+»~}2Li> •+ zzb |
These expressions involve the assumptions that no 
distortion of the beam eeetiim occurs and that the 
bodily stovemsnta -are small* . She total met lateral 
force ( w) is then obtained by integration -
4 “5
[ fcocta — _i> -21 i ^c-f W) [bzdz +. oc-t-**-) IbTth&s j
4 de i A  / i
For a symmetrical section beam -* ..
4 I 4^
bTLciz. - O J bz^ Jx = ly
H0HSH *» x-
w  * i' ~fc if
Hhe average movement © Is doe i© W* so that *
c. ±  * & £  .±-£- £••?•(<+-)
EX2 ^ E x* V
Hus to. the iaaginary. loading w, there Is -a .constant torque ( T^ )
along the beam «* , ^
%r * -+ ^
-i
- as the quantity 1* sero from sysBaetry*----Bus to the
offset ©f the bending load 1, which to correspond to the 
stress f: mrnb be given-by ^tr£- » there is m further torque*
4C
‘r * uetJy f h+j)
• where y may be taken as -
-■the distance x being mema wed ■ from the girder end*
Ihe total torque ( f} at any seetien is iht*s -
T= tx+t;  ^ lilt j^ gCcf-)+1 
lien aesisdng--the beam section to maintain its shape -
: “ ’ n'j j«~ -— --™(25)
The imkmown movements ot ant e are thus determined by 
equations (24) and (25), and the problem is practically 
solved*
Selecting the top layer of the beam for an example of 
the lateral bending stress calculation, *
Max* B«M* m  fop layer s g - ^ ^ . d z ~  j
• and the corresponding stress is given by -
lateral Banding Stress * fi. # jCc+m) - jt C
f e  <e* jw maMwnM»q
« an amount to be taken as additional to the siisipl® 
bending stress in the layer and occurring on one side of 
that layer only#
lie work -above is based \mm a first simple approxi­
mation for the imaginary lateral loading* If the second 
proposal of - #2*22 - that Involving a linearly-.varying 
lateral load‘d  be' adopted, ‘tie eolation devlops on
similar lines and gives for the two movement equations -
c “ 75* £‘ d. »««««.««.»««(2?)
\ - *L' J±. i. ^  "7 (_c+^ )+y 1- A I
/ J  W  ^  / J  » > w » «in » « m n iw « n a |  g §  J
- and for the bending stress in the top layer -
lateral Bending Stress « -f ||C+^ ) -f,dc.hu.) ^
T Ai 1 /
—«( 26 )
~C2*)
Tiimm equations {27) f© (2S) m y  bo eorsmrei with 
equations (24) to 128) abcnrs* Ihe only differences, 
of eeurso,''.occur in the nmmrio&l constants, but in no 
ease to an ©actant'greater than 7fU "'Further approad- 
station is thoroforo considered unnecessary, and the 
results'expressed by equations (24) to (26) will be 
adopted*
5»22 a Beam under- Uniformly Distributed' load*
Ihe notation employed" will bo as in '$5*2iebeve*'
only isi this eeae the beam is to be ©onsiiered a® bending 
under uniform loading of p per unit length applied along 
the ©outre lino of the beam section*' Eeferrihg to the 
latter part of £2*22,and• adopting' the steplo equivalent' 
lateral loading there employed, m  haw «*
£ wrf*. € " -JJ-' f Wt. ^ C*»v) + («}"•)"* J
'■/*’' '* s' de
Ihsn^ 'pzwseding'&s before* ;
r * u 4-
W  * *.. I' 3lC^ */)^ r-
* and •/
In this m.m the constant torque X  becomes •
*4 -
t  = £ jurzrf* = J- J
a.
Again,’Sue' to' the uniform loading p, the torque at any 
soetlcm: is glsen by -
Her© y m y  bo taken as * '
. : : . I- f j
» so that *
' \
X j * jo(c+yry.) I’f —  £30 # 3 Xz-z *V
the total torque on a section is thus -
Then ©a th® same assumptions ms before
t
i. Il ±.
5 dj ' W* *  wj J r<~ 31)O
Tna movements ctf and e are thus determined by equations 
(50) and (31)..:,
For the top cogress ion layer of the bea®* the 
stress corresponding to the above lateral deflection is 
d e rive d
lateral Bending Stress ®  ^j ccf J
• a result which can be taken as a satisfactory approxi­
mation*
^ 5.3* Special ipplioations to Llght-Web Type Girders*
fit© foregoing formula® are applicable to any 
symmetrical section b©&m* It is proposed bare to reduo®'"" 
these general results ©o as to be directly applicable to 
such members a® m i  form section I-beams and epm lattice 
web girders, all having the ratio b/d well below unity.
tot k be the area of each flange of such a beam, 
b its width* and k its corresponding radims of gyration*
Ihe be&m.depih between the flange centroids is taken as 
d* Shea -the beam constants are approximately as follows -
Six particular cases will be considered briefly, as
follows —
Case (a)*
Conditions aesuosd - Beam under central load*
r= > St o ■ : ytc * o.
Hion frcM equations (24) to (26), the maximum lateral 
bending stress Is derived as •
- 'whence -
t-h ? ^
l&x* flange stress si / /+ ~ — ~^pr—  ^  ^ — ~(3S)
3z' Th)'"1&
Case (b )•
iwtinunwwciwvinniKiWfiminrui'
Conditions assisted ■«* Beam wider c e n tra l Isad »
r~ jt>~ o; **\~o.
friBU by substituting is the same equations as for the 
ease above* .re&rrangmaent gives »
■ ' «+ i.tj'Q J ' +8 E I?ange s tre s s  -  ^  J t + -?■ ^ • - • '—1— — —s ^ j it n fK t* i 34)
'~.U f J iix 
Case (c )•
Condi t im e  assumed «• Beam under con tra1 load*
/5> = O , »^A ~ O .
Th© maximum flange s tre s s 'n a y  be obtained in  a  fo ra"
S im ilar to  those derived’ above « . a
x j /■+ * ’ £* *£*• i
f& xtflange s tre s s  n i',** $(“-+ j 35)
^~A Iv ^
Case (&,)♦ _
Conditions asstEisd ** Beam wider central load*'
■■V ' O- - KK ~ O .
In th is  ease with r  ® 0 instead  o f » 0 the "resu lt I s  «
I
/ . t  f  r
:flax*flange stress"'* i*i /+ | a : "    ^ a-— - f «•— (36 )
*t V j, 32-
Case (©).
Conditions assumed • . Bos® under uniformly.
■ ; ; ’ distributed'load* '
r -a - o jul.~ o.
\ +
I
Xcrt> fe.
Case (f.) *
Conditions assumed « Beam unde?.uniformly 
■; ; . d is tr ib u te d -lo a d #  ■
f-A^O . m  * O.
,.* j i . A  £ft 33 ri ' ltr> ~£ fc* $
Max* flange stress Zjjl+  “ J- '^T j
* Fn ' Hr
Reviewing -eases (a )  to  ( f ) above* i t  w ill be seen
f i r s t . , th a t  for. the oonditions of la te r a l  freedom assumed, 
t h e r e . I s . a c r i t i c a l  leading a t  which in s ta b i l i ty  of the  
S a le r : type eias-rg.es* fo r  eases (a )  to  ( e )  with cent m l 
loading th is  i s  given by *»
|e ~ 3'Z<* Jezu ‘~
•  and fo r  eases ( e )  and ( f )  with uniformly d is tr ib u te d  
leading •
$e * a-4* JeaT *|
Both o f  these  expressions a r e , l in e a r  fo r the  r a t io  { fyfc )* 
so th a t  in  each case the  varia tion . o f fe with /^k. or k /b  
follow s a  .rectangular hyperbola to  which the more p ra c tic a l 
flange s tre s s  curves w ill be asym ptotic a t  high L/y  values*
Equation (SB) I l lu s t r a te s  the  e f f e c t  of a  la te r a l  
o f f s e t  r  o f a  c e n tra l lead B* and should bo compared with 
equation (f 34)* Hi® to m {^7d x */v) »by which ^  I s  
increased * i s  found on an a ly sis  to  be  the  simple ro ta tio n a l 
movement o f the  c e n tr a l . sec tio n  of the beam as produced by 
the torque (Hr ) a c tin g  alone* Urns in  so f a r  as bending 
s tre s se s  a re  concerned» sm all i n i t i a l  torque in  a  beam 
a f fe c ts  i t s  s tre n g th  in  the sane manner as does i n i t i a l  
tw ist*
Case (d )  i s  given in  order to  show the e f fe c t  of 
^vertical** displacem ent# o f the  p o in t o f ap p lica tio n  of the 
beam load* -She only term a ffec ted  i s  the  denominator* 
which governs th e  fundamental in s ta b i l i ty  s tre ss*  I t  w ill 
be seen th a t  the  l a t e r  i s  reduced by an upward movement o f 
the load p o in t tow ards. the eotapressien flange* and increased 
by a  movement towards the tension  flange* Ihe value of the 
expression ( % x */» * Yd ) which causes these changes i s  
norm ally sm all, however* m  th a t  the u ltim ate  e f f e c t  o f
<— **»( 38 )
*»«*( 40)
vertical displacement of loading upon beau strength is 
sot of much importance In most practical cases*
la Figs*10, ligand It* the equations utsder 
diseuaslon are illustrated by typical curves for a 
rectangular section flange of saiM steel* Curve Cl) 
in Fig*10 is based upon equation (S3), taking m « d * L |
TOT
curve (2a) is fresa esmtioa (34) with u. « L /
' , • , 60f
and curve (2b) with u s © / i$* Ouree (2b) from Fig .10
IB
in repeated in Fig#11* together with the ©orresponding 
curve frcsa eqmticm (SO), In crier to show the effects of 
the change of load lug sis t r ihwfclm* fhe curves of
Fig*12 are based upon, equations (if) and (SS), employing 
values for m and jjl as for the corresponding curves of 
Fig.lO* ' '
§ 6* ' general Consideration of. ' Bepulta*
<^>6.1* SuMBary. of iheoretical lavestigatlon*
Following' the method of investigation outlined in 
^ 1* 2 and 3 are ctai corned wife the condition of a
single longitudinal compression layer in a beam «&en 
* treated as a free unit, and the results obtained and 
illustrated for & typical ©as® in Fig*4 are, of ©ours®, 
of the us m l  strut type* Such results are directly 
useful only as providing a lower limit of strength, but 
the approximate mod© of treatment developed during their 
derivation proved of value in the more complex problems 
of $ 6*
.fee attempt .in ^ 4 to consider the effects of a ■ 
particular kind of restraint** feat preventing -"lateral 
and torsional movement of the lower flange of a girder - 
leads to several inter©®ting conclusions* "feus from a 
'Consideration .of the curves of "Fig*? and the notes of 
$ 4*3, it would appear 'feat, wider the conditions 
assumed, a light web, unless it is already so stressed 
as to b® in a..state, of instability itself, is mb I© to 
give considerable assistance to the flanges* : -This is 
in aecordane® with practical experience1*#* to the'real 
effectiveness of any light means of lateral' restraint*
For .a practical, section of girder under fees® conditions, 
therefor®, flexure_of its web will be email and have 
. little offset upon "its flmgm strength* In general, 
it is thus clear that the principal cause of lateral 
instability in a beam is not to b® sort in fee weakness 
of its m b  9
.. in proceeding," therefor®, to investigate', the'more
important effects of .initial lack of straightness and 
twist upon a beam’s strength, the work of £ 8 m s wss 
.that no mb ©r other eress«*8eaticnal distortion occurs»
$mm of the results- obtained by this more general 
analysis are,Illustrated by Pigs*10 to 12, which indicate 
the considerable effect of mrious types and amounts of 
.small initial irregularities, whilst cartain Important 
. theoretical deductions^ are noted la $""'8*3 • Cf the 
.latter,'the existence of an'Haler'"type of instability 
in . the. ideal beam is of particular ""theoretical-interest, 
vthough the.stress 'conditicais are acre-remote from- normal 
practice-..than in the corresponding strut' case# -
In fig*13 a typical curve from the work of ^ S is 
seen In relation to the limiting conditions previously 
considered* Curve (1) is derived from equation (17) 
wife If s 0 and m • b /4 0 ,  and is thus th® approximate
Cf* p*28 of Prof ♦Moore’s paper, where he not®# this fact, 
but points out the suddenness of actual failure in such
form o f equation ( 12)* Curve (2 ) Is t m  typical 
curve fr«m fB «* based on. equation (S4)--mfe /a* m ^ k d  $
and ©«rve II) . is  from equation {17) wife 1 *- «o ami 
m * ho * . - - I t  w ill  be seen -that curve ( I )  f a l l s .in a» 
Interesdiaie position and i s  of the saiae type as curve (l}* 
Its position relative to either the upper ©r lower limiting 
®tTO8 m y  - clearly be varied by changes in the value of j* , 
the. .initial .angle, of twist*
- £ 8 .2 * Selecting* o f Standard Irregularity*
•. In order tc apply the above fe®©retleal 'results, 
it is mm®mr$- to decide m m  the beat type cf basic 
irregularity i© be mp leysd* ., For the se^esheb 
similar problem ©f strut theory, .various basic eccentric-*- 
I ties miid .curvatures have-'been used*, usually .expressed 
in ..terms of the. strut length or slenderness* but in seme 
eases -related, to the strut ssctiefi* - ; baring regard to 
this eo&tiiiuod diversity of. ©piaisti in- strut design,,. 
far fetch much experimental. data exists,- - the- .ftsore.-.. 
difficult'choice of a basic tmm for the initial.. -; 
irregularity mow required, to be made wife but little 
experimental guidance, -must clearly  remain -©pea to 
reviffion*:;.'. =:.-. ,■ r - -
; flic primary. requirement is sens standard initial 
Irregularity*-.involving for fee general ease either the 
average curvature V  or the twist V** ©r .both* ...feieh 
shall produce conditions equivalent to. those actually 
obtaining in  go- far  as beam fa ilu re  i s  cQnmme&i 
and this standard, required to cover-a-particular, ?••• 
reality rather Urnti actually' to describe it, should - 
clearly be .cade capable ©f simple expression*
fee development of the beam feeory frem free 
strut .conditions involves a further general requirement*
I t  i s  desirable"'feat tbs' 'in itia l" irregu larity  should be 
sc  ©meson as to  be e&imhle of express la s  for bofe fee 
stru t and. besat- conditions in forms su itab ly  .related to. 
each ether*.:..
- - mother and combat **»©r© afeitmry limfetlc® of 
the .choice.- of. initial cent t*oas- nay here be smde* vis 
the prfelms of., lateral..: Inst «bility. is' essentially one 
©f- twisting, - it is. suggested that in fee -general case of 
Fig*® -an initial..-.twist>c should ib#.considered,..to the 
exclusion of any initial average curvature su Or. this '-" 
basis, fee beat relationship between fee free strut and
.bees. condition# .is d e fin ite j thus.for an X-beam, I f  
m i s  the chosen -curvature- o f the e&apressim flange 
considered alone, ^  for the beam- as a -whole m y  be
tak®n a® s^ j|d»
■ ; Hie problem of selection is thus narrowed. to. the - 
choice of a mod#'Of expression for V  for the extreme 
empress ism layer of a beam. By analogy with the 
strut problem, two simple means at once present 
-themselves? . a can b# expressed, as a fraction either 
of the beaa length, I. or of-its width ’fe*#. ■ Whilst 
proportionality, of the former type clearly has tom# 
significance in strut problems, it is felt to ba too 
artificial when .applied here*-. In a .beam ereete&
In p ractice , any physical tw ist present w ill  probably fe@ 
rented"more.,-te 1 ts  section . than..to .i t s  .length,: w hilst 
other . irregu lar ities to. be covered by aa equivalent 
tw is t , Mmh a s .variation ©f-S and of transfers#-shape, 
w ill  a lso  be dependent v^m  the ta a s’# ..eross-seetiQn*
It is  th ere fo re  proposed to adopt the cocond simple 
condition ** that is, to take *m% as a fraction of b*
.As to the exact fraction of b to be.employed, this 
must be based qpon experimental data for the type of 
girder wider consideration* . In considering eueh data, 
it is necessary to remember that an average of-test .. 
values should* of course* indicate a -considerably 
smaller Initial irregularity than. is auitable for- 
design purposes* . Fr»:a review of the.various 
-propose la'sade. for, the cor responding strut prefelem, it 
tea,® .seemed, to .the- Author that for many girders a m l  us . 
of. m g fe/40 ( and u, s- % o  f£tL ) should fee permissible 
for design* - . . .
€«$• .Comparison ;wlth I-Beam Tests*
lhc only published testa designed to Investigate 
the problems of this paper of which the Author is. 
aware are given, by Prof* H*f * Moor# in th© paper to 
which reference hat already been mad®* in his 
-carefully selected list of reliable I-Beam 'tests in 
which failure occurred fey "sl&ewise buckling*, it 
m y  fee noted Hmt the loading used ms generally at 
the third points of the span;- so that the conditions
h
See, for exa&ple, *3he Strength of Struts® fey P r of * A * Bober is on * 
Selected engineering Paper Ho.28, Inst .Civil mginmrB*
did not diff er much trm those given by & uniformly 
distributed load.# /' His experimental equation for a 
free beam under i&iferBr loading. »
|* ~ ^OfftrO — 6 0 * |  T l )  ~  ^  5“firo { I b s / s Q n i r t )  * '
«- ffiigf therefore b®. taken a© a eatisfaetory appro&imtioa 
for the teat range.; considered .without necessarily' 
adopting tfea .theory of his.more g©st®ml equation#
In Fig *14 equation (4$) -is 11 Inst rated by a curve..
.( with shaded -area- shewing ejiperimsniai limits) .for a 
material of 18. tons per s$#ixic£l yield stress# 'the’ 
neeeesary adjustment being.made by proportional’ 
reduction of the stress ordinates*’ (M the same 
diagram are shown curves for equation (88) faking
./*■■-&/** ■ .•**' t , / ^ *  .
It will be 8900 that ©ter the range’of esqperimont 
the curve for yW- * ^  /£<! appro^imtes ©losely t© that 
from equation ( 4l)» whilst the'curve. f©r/x at *>/*<>/id 
generally fells below th® shaded area#, and would thus 
provide a safe basis of'design for t ha' given ©©Editions* 
It is interesting'to not® .that th® range."o f n e e d ,for 
these ’two ,.curves is of -the'"earae order as that found 
„ necessary -£*>** the interpretation, ©f,strut tests I 
. thus Prof# ’Scfeertscn#' in his paper'.on'.'the. strength of 
struts# usee in several instances; m curvature, 
coefficient of »\ ...g .*001.%. to..-ejqares*. average strength 
&na ^ » .CCS ^  for aiaiffiim str«gfe.
. . .Haying in. mini . the’essentially reasonable' mines 
'of/a. required to suit Prof# Woor®*#. tests# it would 
appear that, th e  theory/of £5 is a .develi^ aient along'
. the right, lines# /
& '6#4# Comparison with' I-Beam, and, fiats' dlrder ..
.'I'.... , in structural' practice steel' and. flat®
'girders ar@ often '.loore or"..less.-restrained# and so will 
.tend .to develop-'greater flange ©tress®# than girm by 
th# above theory for free beams* ihus the results
*' & somewhat arbitrary mode of correct iog, but suffieiently 
aeeurate for the ©mil change to be effected•
of, ^  S should represent.* lower limit of ...stress.' for most 
practical designs#, and might .profitably be je«t?$ared. wife 
strueturul.er^ iJiedrii)g..specifioa.tions# ../..’/,, %-
‘ .for:this purpose,'us fee. maxiam'working stresses .. 
adopt®! by most specif ieatioas' ;for. ordinary steelwork are 
from f to 8 tons per sq»inc!u.*: fee curie, for >c 5 
m '.fig*14 .is. replotted in Fig*18 with its ordinate 
halved.to give a maximum str ess  of 7*4 tons per sq«inGh 
(curve l)« fee curve...from equation (.14) for a  % h/40 
•is similarly redrawn (curve B) fro® Fig*4* Ibese
uniform loading e n m ®  are adopted for the present 
purpose heeause they necessarily give lower working, 
stresses.than'would the. corresponding curves-..for' esnircl' 
leading# '.and at fee/same time 'represent a worst ease for 
most practical .purposes*'./'.. Oa the same diagram
(Fig*10) are Shorn the working stresses suggested by some 
typical specifications*.'
/it'is at...once obvious ..that the'taels of .fees* 
suggestions 1ms/been the coasidemtloa of/(he .compression 
flange cf a beam as a.free strut*' - ./ &  view of the.- 
results, of4 / a n d  ©* this ire&haent is considered too 
conservative and higher value* Of flange, stress such as 
are given.by .curve. A. should be permissible. In most 
practical cases*. : feus for I-beams asc! plats'girders. 
with., little side , restraint#. It'.would .appear, satisfactory 
to. 'adept'.a: simple/linear.-'.relationship ..over a practical 
rang® of t/b ttm.O to 100# making the/working, s tress 
vary: linearly between. thee®, limits. frtm 8 to .4 tcais 
per../e$*i»eh*'
T a general' f ©rauiae'of'$ g#. adapted. for ..the direct', 
treatment. of,.fee./l^bmm type of. girder in $ 5*3#; can# 
of ..course.#/he applied 'to any/ other. section. .of. girder i. , 
ami Fig*16 illustrates its ’application to' a ■ timber 
bmm Of rectangular section* 'She cu rve shown is based
. upon the smm initial twist# /*■ s #'as already wed for 
steel girders* f© assess the practical value'of this 
curve* comparison wife t e s t s  is n ecessary#  b u t  the Author 
■ has been unable to -trace any experimental work on timber 
beams for the special purpose, of illustrating-lateral 
instability! and, us.in fee "case"Of ©feel girders# - 
specifications/appear:to be based open simple strut 
-theory*
Cue. interesting result in- connection with the 
curve of Fig*16 may be noted* It will be seen that
the curve given corresponds .to a particular ratio of 
b/i* .- A similar limitation wm not necessary for
th®' I*beaa eurreis as -the. adoption. of as a, fraction •■/ 
of b/d. 'laaSa,the: resulf s ■_- iiidepeafent cf .-feat ratio* ‘ /■./ "v-v' /. 
la th# present .fesfeiie#*.'the,i*am,sssuspiicii iocs '■not’;-/'.-.'.':;'.', 
bring /the gam simp 1 '1 iimti©a in -theory, so that /.y//y;/y,// 
curves for a-mtabsr.v.of,b/i, ratios seem desirable*"-Ga y/..; 
c&lsul&iios*,.. such curves; are :fbuad to approximia
closely..;tokens. another,'and ietail@i;:esBsiisrsMeii/ef ?. "/.-/;; 
equation- (#1 j/.-rayealo that this. la due to the dec rams© 
of the. iBtlal twist for increasingly narrow beam*- ■•-■ y--.
$ 6*^* Future Development©*
. 3st/additissi: ,to /eenbriheiing.towards &a ''wederc fending 
of:.the -conditions governing lateral instability,' fee,/-/ g 
'.theoretical, cork described in this paper hmt it. is f't'yy/ 
felil-also provided .for -fee..development ofh several y yy gy 
related ■prdblmm*-r‘: hy/For; esai$pl®,yth« -eqmtions' of y >;vv// 
■: £.5 provide a preliminary means of exploring the effects- 
of' definite torsion ©r offset -loading upon a beam/Cad :/g: 
might-■ be extended to allow for larger torsi ©ml 
meyesis&fei -/whilst sierk of the, type described ia /
$$4 cad, ® could be..'deiveicped/.te'esSbrace a,"«erica 'of : 
sfendard--oocditions of restraint*
Less directly, but perhaps of more general 
'lEportajaoe#.' the basic.''ideas'.of,^ i are capable of y-y; ■:- 
exteBSioa/for .'-fee;: lavectigati-oa of -tersiimal failur-# v/y .-- 
in .strut® and . of the effeotts of definite external- .
.torque. ^ ©n/str%t: streiigfe* :/-■/ y this line/of inquiry 
la/particular- it/ is thought to develop at/, sente futur# ■= 
date*// •://// y///////yy /g; /y;-:.: /' \ y///y y./-/v-;:yy/"i/-;- /y//yh-
yy/.'y. It -remains'-to remrlrthe:- nem for carefully - 
control lad experimental -work., in connection wit h all these 
.theoretical. Inquiries- ^  work which; is essential for the/ 
conflnmtioii; and ebund:cppUc&ticgi'.ef-: the' present y ... 
mmmniimrm end .for-the gniimmm . ©f future developments • /
Linear D istribute
La t e r a l  Loading 
C urve f r o m  £ qv.7^9
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ROOF  T R U S S  M E M B E R S .— By A . G. 
. A .M .I.Struct.E .
OF S T E E L  
Pugs ley, B.Sc.,
IN T R O D U C T IO N .
In  the design of steel roof truss m em bers 
b u t little  consideration is usually given to the  
bending actions which often occur. The m ost 
im portan t of these m ay be conveniently 
grouped under the  following h e a d s : —
(1) L a te ra l loading on rafters.
(2) E ccentricity  of riveting.
(3) N on-intersection of .axes of m em bers a t
joints.
(4) B igidity of joints and deform ation ■ of 
- truss under load. , .
A fter ' a  consideration of each of these 
problem s separately, an outline, is given of a 
practical m ethod of roof tru ss  design which 
will take such effects in to  account.
(1) Lateral Loading bn Rafters .
The location of purlins on th e  rafter 
m em bers a t points other th an  the  so-called 
joints or panel points introduces bending 
"actions of some im portance. Adhering to the  
principal assum ption ' of hinged " joints, the  
general practice is to  estim ate  the  bending 
m om ent acting upon th e  ra fte r by treating  it 
as a series of simple spans from panel point 
to panel point, Eig- 1 show s. th e  bending 
m om en t'd iag ram  obtained in th is m anner for 
a ra fte r of th ree panel lengths, under the  
la teral loading indicated w ith purlins mid-way 
betw een panel points. ' ;
The very general use of rafter m em bers con­
tin uous from the  shoe to  the  ridge of a roof 
truss has an im portan t effect upon th e  con-- 
ditions of bending in th is case. Thus under 
the com ponents of the resu ltan t purlin  loads 
norm al to the slope of the  roof, th e  ra fte r acts 
som ew hat as a beam  continuous over level 
supports a t th e  panel points and partially  fixed 
a t the shoe and ridge connections. Eig. 2 
. shows the  bending m om ent diagram  for the  
ra fte r of Eig. 1 trea ted  as continuous and 
freely supported a t its  ends. Eig. 3 shows 
the conditions for the  sam e ra fte r considered 
as rigidly fixed a t the shoe and ridge connec­
tions. I t  will be seen th a t  the  im m ediate 
effect of continuity  of the  rafter is to  reduce 
the  m agnitude of th e  bending actions. 
Table A shows the resu lts of a sim ilar t re a t­
m en t of la teral bending in a series of typical 
rafters under sim ple transverse  loading; the  
m axim um  bending m om ent occurring in  each , 
case is expressed in  th is table as a percentage 
of the  corresponding m axim um  bending, 
m om ent occurring in th e  ra fte r w hen trea ted  
as a series/of sim ple spans as in Eig. .1.
The values given in  th is Table A are based 
upon calculations involving C lapeyron’.s 
Theorem  of Three M om ents. Y et it is clear 
th a t, owing to  the  deflection of the  tru ss  under 
load, th is Theorem  will n o t stric tly  ap p ly ; 
for the  pan e l points will n o t generally lie in 
th e 'sa m e  stra igh t line. Effects corresponding 
to those produced by the  subsidence of a 
support under a continuous girder m ay be
F I G .  I . F I G . Z .
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expected, and .the investigation of the  problem 
will proceed on the same lines. . .Considering 
two adjacent spans of lengths L , and L 2, in 
which the  interm ediate support falls below the  
line joining the end supports by h, the  calcu­
lation of, the bending m om ents m ay be 
carried ou t by C lapeyron’s 'equation extended 
to include an additional term , so th a t, using 
- the  common ^notation and appropriate signs, 
the equation 'becom es—- ' ~ ' ' / -
B aL 1 +  2Bb (L 1 +  L 2) + B c L 2 =
Jjl Li2
where B a, B b and Be are reverse or support 
bending moments at three successive supports 
A, B and C.
In  most cases for a rafter L ^ I p ^ L  ; and 
assuming this_ and writing 6B =  B a +  4B b +  B c 
and 6X =  6AiXi/L2 +  6A2X2/L 2 the above equation 
reduces to— ,
, Ti_ ^ r 2EIh :
" yL! . ,
In  this equation, B represen ts a hypo­
thetical bending m om ent approxim ating in 
m agnitude to an average of B a, Bb, and Be 
supposing th a t these do no t widely differ in 
value ; X is a te rm  dependent only upon the 
m agnitude and distribution of the transverse 
loading on the two spans and the  panel 
lengths of th e  1 a fte r; and 2 E Ih /L 2 is a term  
representing the effect of the deviation of the 
panel points from, a stra igh t line upon the 
typical bending m om ent B . I t  will be con­
v e n ie n t  to rew rite th is las t te rm  as 
2 E (I/L ) (h /L ). The stiffness (I /E ) for a 
'ra f te r  m em ber in a ridged steel roof tru ss 
norm ally varies from 1/10 to 1/30, and m ay 
be taken  as 1/20 for an average value., The 
value of (h /L ) in a tru ss under working loads 
m ay be estim ated from the calculated deflec­
tions of the panel points along a rafter, and
A  ,
from a few such calculations . a v a lu e , of 
1/2000  seems a . fair approxim ation , as an ; 
average m axim um  value over tw o adjacent 
panel lengths. H ence, taking E  as 13,400 
tons per sq. in ., the  value of the  term  
2 E Ih /L 2 is of the  orderm f Of7 tons-ins. This 
is quite clearly a sm all bending effect in com­
parison w ith the  direct bending actiqns of the 
transverse loading represented by th e  term  X ; 
so th a t the  resu lts obtained by trea ting  the  
rafter as a continuous beam  will no t be far in 
error from th is cause. o
i Referring again to th e  assum ptions upon 
which the calculations embodied in Table A 
are based, the  question of the  degree of fixity 
of the  ends of the  rafter a t the  shoe and ridge 
arises. A t the  shoe the ra fte r will usually be 
connected to a com paratively rigid stanchion; 
so th a t the  degree of rigidity will m ainly 
depend upon th a t of the  connection. A t the 
ridge,' however, where the  joint is norm ally of 
a decidedly rigid1 type, the principal factor 
affecting the fixity im parted  to the  rafter will 
be the possibility of unequal loading upon the 
intersecting rafter m em bers. ■
Consideration of the values given in Table A 
in the light of the  above modifying factors 
alone would lead one to suggest an allowance 
in design, for1 some 80 per cent, of the simple 
transverse bending m om ent. B u t there  re ­
m ain to be considered in th is connection the 
effects of the  direct compressive force in the 
rafter and the stiffening action of the  second­
ary s tru ts  and- ties of the web of the  truss.
The direct th ru s t will tend  to increase, the 
bending of the  ra fte r under its  transverse 
loads. Considering a rafter panel length as
T a b l e  A. < 1
Type of 
Loading.
Length of 
Rafter. B - , B , Ba.—
 ^ I. ■ '■■■ 2L iW L 75 50
I. 8L IW L 70 50
I. 4L iW L 68 50
I. 5L iW L 68 50
/ H A 2L , fW L 83 67
II, 4L IW L 76 67
III. 2L - IrWL 100 67
i  HI. 4L ’iW L 1 86 67
IV. 2L iW L 100 67
IV. 3L iW L 80 67
IV. 4L iW L 86 67
IV. X
1 : : . v : 5L iW L 84, 67
a  s tru t of length L , and m om ent of inertia I  
under a direct compressive force P, the  lateral 
bending m om ent will be in c rea sed ' by the 
ratio—  ' 1
I
in  th is expression, having regard to the  partial 
fixity of the  ends of the  s tru t, the  constant c 
, will have a value of about 20. By the  appli­
cation of th is approxim ate expression to 
, several typical rafter m em bers, th e  effect o f 
' the direct th ru s t is found to increase the 
transverse bending action by from 5 to 15 
- per cent..
L ateral loading on a rafter will tend  to 
change its slope a t the panel p o in ts ; and such 
' changes will he resisted by the stiffness of the 
"web m em bers acting through more or less 
rigid connections. B u t having regard to  the  
relative stiffness of the  rafter and the  web 
m em bers in an ordinary roof truss, it is appa- 
ren t th p t this stiffening action will be com- 
... paratively  small. Furtherm ore, for tra n s ­
verse loading sym m etrical about the  ; panel 
points, the  ra fte r a t these points will undergo 
no change of slope, and in this case the  web 
m em bers will not be called upon to resist any 
bending. ' No g e n e ra l' allowance, therefore, 
cqn be m ade for th is effect in ordinary design.
Consideration of . these further modifying : 
■' factors upon the bending in the  ra fte r suggest 
‘ an increase of the  previously estim ated bend- 
■ ing m om ent to about 90 per . cent, of the 
sim ple transverse bending m om ent. So th a t 
the usual assum ption of -a m om ent equal to 
the' simple transverse bending m om ent would 
appear, to be quite a ^satisfactory approxim a­
tion for purposes of design.
, An ind irect effect of the  continuity  , of a 
ra fte r under lateral loading m ay be no ted ;
1 where the purlins bear upon the rafter 
. m em bers , a t other th an  the  panel points, this 
'continuity  will affect th e  transm ission of the 
. loading to thp painel, points. The distribution
Symbols Employed : — -  -v / !
L =  Length between adjacent panel points (con- 
q ‘ , sidered uniform). •
B1 =  Max, B.M. on rafter as calculated on assump­
tions of Fig. 1.
B2— do. . but on assumptions of Fig. 2 (as
1 percentage of Bj). ' : '
B3— do. but on assumptions of Fig. 3 (as
: - percentage of Bi). \ v
of the  loading in such cases is ordinarily 
obtained by considering the rafter as a series 
of simple spans; bu t by treating  the rafter as 
continuous over level supports and free a t the 
ends, values of the  re su ltan t panel point loads 
are obtained exceeding the usual estim ation 
by 10 to 40 per cen t., a t th e  central panel 
points, w ith the  effective loads a t th e  end 
panel points correspondingly reduced. , This 
effect was noticed by several n ineteen th  
cen tury  w riters on the  theory of roof - truss 
design and was often allowed for by them  in 
their designs. '  L a te r such allowance "was 
objected to on the  grounds, firstly, th a t  any 
deviation of the panel points from a straight 
line m ight m aterially  modify the  distribution 
of loading on the, panel points, and, secondly, 
th a t the general downward flexure of the  rafter 
■ would tend tb reduce the, effective loads o n 1 
the central panel points by the  beam  action of 
the rafter as a whole. Reference to th is effect 
has since tended to drop out of the  literatu re  
of the sub jec t.' I t  is no t considered th a t the  
reasons quoted above for the  omission of th is 
effect are in them selves ad e q u a te ; a more 
po ten t factor is the  p a rtia l fixity of the  ends 
of the rafter,''w hich  m ay certain ly  resu lt in a 
m aterial reduction of the  divergence of the 
effective loads from those ordinarily estim ated. 
Ahalues for the  effective panel point loads in te r­
m ediate betw een those obtained by the “ con- 
tinous ’’ and “ simple sp a n ”  m ethods m ay 
therefore be expected to'' occur.
The disadvantages of perm itting  lateral 
loading of th is type upon the  rafters of a roof 
truss, particularly  th e  transm ission of bend­
ing actions to the web m em bers of the, truss, 
are well known and will not be enlarged upon 
here. x . ' '.
,The-above discussion of th e  effects of la teral 
loading on a ra fte r has been som ew hat fu ll; 
b u t  yms thought to be w arranted by its inclu­
sion of the  principal factors affecting the  bend­
ing of light struc tu ra l m em bers generally.
Typ es i of IL  oading : —
I. — Loads (W) at £L spacing, every second load 
being at panel point.
I I .—Loads (W) at |L  spacing, every third load 
being at panel point.
I I I .— Loads (W) at iL  spacing, every third load
being at panel point.
IV. — Loads very closely spaced and treated as
uniformly distributed and of total weight 
W over length L. ■
- ... ' ■; v - ”7 ; ' ^
b ' ■ ,-V' ;■ ■ - 3,:.;
(2)  Eccentricity of Riveting.
Owing to the  lightness of the  steel sections 
-norm ally  employed in roof truss work, it is 
frequently  impossible to accurately locate the 
connecting rivets upon, or sym m etrical about, 
the  centroid lines of the  m em bers. A certain  
degree of unavoidable eccentricity of loading 
is thus presen t in m ost roof truss m em bers.
As in ,th e  previous case of lateral loading on 
m atters, the  bending actions introduced by this 
eccentricity  are considerably modified by the 
partia l fixity of th e  ends of the  m em bers. 
Iieference to  Figs. 4, 5 and 6 reveals the 
1 n a tu re  of th is effect; Fig. 4 shows the  bending 
m om ent diagram  for a ra fte r due to, eccen­
tric ity  of riveting, the  bending m om ents being 
calculated on the assum ption th a t the  rafter 
consists of a series of separate s tru ts  under' 
sim ple eccentric load ing ; Fig. 5. shows the 
bonding m om ent diagram  for the sam e rafter 
under the  sam e conditions, except th a t it has 
been, trea ted  as continuous over the  panel 
points and freely supported a t its  ends; Fig. 6 
. shows the  bending m om ent diagram  for the 
sam e conditions as taken  for Fig. 5, b u t w ith 
its  ends trea ted  as fixed. Thus the  assum p­
tions inyolved in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 correspond 
to those developed in th e  previous problem 
of la tera l loading and represented  by Figs. 1,
2 and 3. Fig. 6A shows the  construction of 
Fig. 6 by the  m ethod of C haracteristic Points , 
— a particularly  simple m ethod for this type 
of diagram . - . ;
The im m ediate effect of the  continuity  of 
th e  ra fte r is ap p aren t; in Fig. 6 the  m axim um  
bending m om ent is only 10 per cent, of the 
“ sim ple ”  m axim um  bending m om ent of 
Fig! 4. . I n  th e  case of sm aller trusses w ith 
fewer panel lengths in  th e  rafter, th is factor 
m ay am ount to  20 per cent. B u t it is to be 
" noted th a t  on the  assum ption of freely sup­
p o rte d  ends as in Fig. 5, the  full “  sim ple ’’ 
eccentricity  bending m om ent will act a t the 
en d s. '.
U nder norm al conditions of load ing ,,the  
effect of th e  eccentricity of riveting in  the  
ra fte r is to. produce a deflection of th e  type 
shown by the  dotted  line in Fig. 6. The re ­
sistance of the  web m em bers of the  truss will 
ten d  to, reduce the  slope of the  ra fte r a t the 
- central panel points and so decrease the  bend­
ing m om ents on the  rafter a t these points, A 
rough estim ate of the  m agnitude bf this effect ;
m ay be obtained by comparing the  stiffness of 
the  rafter w ith th a t of each connecting web 
m em ber (m easured by the  value of I / L  for 
each m em ber); an average®, reduction of the 
bending m om ent a t each panel point of about 
10 per cent., would appear reasonable on this 
basis. -
F / G
F/G. S.
“-mum:Hn
FIG.6.
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A nother factor influencing th is bending 
action 'will be th e  direct th ru s t borne by the 
r a f te r ; bu t w ith th e  sm all m om ents concerned 
any increase of m om ent due to th is cause will 
be negligible.
Turning now to th e  application of the  above 
considerations, the  degree of fixity of the ends 
of the  rafter is of the  first im portance. This 
problem has already been referred to  in the  
section on la teral loading on ra fte rs ; and it  is 
suggested th a t, having regard to the  ordinary 
types of connections employed a t these points, 
an allowance in design for some 20 to 50 per 
cent, of the simple eccentricity bending 
m om ent will ’be satisfactory. The actual 
value selected would be dependent m ainly 
upon the natu re  of the  end connections and 
the n u m b er of panel lengths in the rafter. 
i Sim ilar considerations apply to  th e  effect of 
eccentric riveting in other continuous m em ­
bers, such as the  m ain ties of a truss, in which 
case som ew hat sim ilar values for the effective 
eccentricity m om ent m ight be employed4 in 
design. ,
E ccentricity  of riveting occurs m ost fre­
quently  in the  sm all web m em bers of a roof 
truss, to  which, being non-continuous, the  
above considerations do no t directly apply. 
An allowance for the  full sim ple eccentricity 
bending m om ent is frequently  m ade in the  
design of these m em bers; and the  m em ber, 
w hether sym m etrical or not, is trea ted  as 
bending in the  plane of the tru ss or a t right 
angles to it. Yet- it is clear th a t the  partia l 
fixity of the  ends of a  such a m em ber m ust 
have j some effect in reducing the bending 
action ; and, as'-previously noted, the  bending 
of the  ra fte r and other adjoining m em bers will 
contribute some sm all external bending 
m om ents to its  ends. Eig. 6 shows th e  type
of deform ation of a rafter due to eccentric 
riveting there in ; and owing to the  uniform ity 
of th is eccentricity and the  decreasing direct 
force in a rafter from shoe to ridge, it  is seen 
th a t the  bending m om ent on the  web m em bers 
of a truss will ordinarily act in the  sam e direc­
tion. Thus by following here the  usual prac­
tice of placing upperm ost the  legs of the  
angles which are" a t right angles to  th e  plane 
of the truss, the  bending m om ent from the  
ra fte r will 'reduce ra th e r th an  augm ent the 
eccentricity  bending m om ent in the  web 
m em bers. I t  would therefore appear th a t, 
provided th e  end connections are fairly rigid, 
the fixity of the ends of the  web m em bers in 
the  plane of the  truss m ay be relied upon to 
reduce the simple eccentricity - bending 
m om ent. At righ t angles to  th e  plane of the  
truss, however, bending of a web m em ber is 
resisted only by the stiffness of the  gusset 
plates. H aving regard to these considera­
tions, it  is suggested th a t  75 per cent, of the 
simple eccentricity bending m om ent is a su it­
able allowance for the^ design of th e  web 
m em bers if of sym m etrical section and 100 
per cent, if unsym m etrical. '
In  connection with th e 1 design of the  web 
m em bers for bending, frequent cases of u n ­
sym m etrical bending occur. Thus the^ minor 
s tru ts  and ties often consist of a single angle 
section fastened a t its  ends by one leg only.. 
A. very usual practice in such cases is to 
design for bending either in the plane X X or 
\Y Y of Fig. 7,; assum ing for this purpose th a t 
the load is applied centrally  on the fixed leg 
in the  line of the  rivets, as a t A in Eig. 7. 
A ctually, the unsym m etrical n a tu re  of the  
section causes bending to take place in some 
plane having no special relation to the  plane 
of the  t r u s s ; and the  centre of loading is more
Characteristic Points.
/Tyva/ ferticaf 
To/ercep/s.
Cyvo/ tertico/ 
Tatmrccpts.
F I G .  6 A .
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probably by the edge of the  fixed leg as shown 
a t B in Fig. 7 ; so th a t the actual stresses pro­
duced m ay differ ’ considerably from those cal- - 
culated in the  above simple m anner. W ith 
regard to th is problem of unsym m etrical bend­
ing, i t  is pointed out th a t the  exact graphical 
calculation by m eans of the  m om ental ellipse 
is neither difficult nor very tedious, and m ight 
p ro fitab ly : be used in establishing a few ' 
standard  eases for reference. ^
W hilst the  above discussion on eccentric 
riveting will apply to 'b o th  ties and stru ts , 
there exist, of course, fundam ental differences • 
of action which require a tten tion . Thus, f o r /  
example, the effective area of a tie is neces­
sarily reduced by the  rivet h o le s ; and a direct 
pull will tend  to reduce ra ther th an  augm ent 
any bending actions. I t  is in such considera­
tions th a t a certain  am ount of justification is 
found for some em pirical rules for calculating 
the effective area of an angle tie and other
unsym m etrical tension m em bers.
(3J Non-intersection of Axes 
of Members at Joints.
For reasons of practical convenience a th ird  
bending factor is som etim es introduced into 
the design of the  connections of a roof tru ss— 
the non-intersection of the m em bers a t a joint. 
An example of th is is very commonly seen in 
the shoe connection of a roof tru ss ; Fig. 8 
shows such a case and shows how the  forces 
acting on such a joint produce an unbalanced 
couple which has to be' resisted by the  bend­
ing of the  adjoining m em bers. W ith  securely 
fixed shoe bolts the greater part of th is bend­
ing m om ent will be resisted  by the stanchion, 
which "will usually be very m uch stiffer than  
the rafter and m ain tie m em b ers; b u t in such 
a case care should be taken  to see th a t the 
shoe bolts are strong enough to safely tran sm it 
this m om ent.
I t  frequently happens, especially in roof 
trusses of ra th er a fiat pitch, th a t a t the joints 
a t which three or more m em bers m eet, a con­
siderably n eater and m ore economical ^ connec­
tion . m ay be nqade by deliberately adjusting 
the  lines of the  m em bers. Fig. 10 shows such 
a case. I t  will be seen th a t  the  alteration  of 
the  lines of the  m em bers has been arranged to 
produce only a small unbalanced coup le; the 
arm  of the  couple is 2 ins. and the value of the 
force acting a t this arm is the difference of
/9® rest/Jfont o-f C AT.
Arm of Couple. ' 0 4 ’
F/G./O.
the  forces in the ra fte r a t either side of the 
joint— usually only about 1 ton. The bending 
m om ent im posed upon any of th e  intersecting 
m em bers by th is couple will be proportional 
ho its stiffness.
■ W here cases of non-intersection of th is type . 
are adopted in the  connections of a roof truss 
design,, the  bending actions introduced in 
adjoining m em bers m ust no t be overlooked; 
and not only will additional beriding stresses 
be im posed upon these m em bers, b u t also their 
additional flexure m u st be taken  into account 
in any estim ate  of the  free length or degree of 
end fixity,of the  adjoining s tru ts .
f4J R ig id ity  o f Jo in ts  and  
Deformation of Truss under
Load, - . . s : >
I t  is proposed here  to  deal first w ith the  
particu lar problem  of th e  effects of th e  rigidity 
of the connections of th e  shoes' and supporting 
stanchions; and ,’ secondly, w ith the  more 
general problem  of the  com bined , effects of 
partially  rigid joints and th e  deform ation of 
the m em bers in a roof truss as a whole.
The connection of the shoe of a  roof tru ss  to 
the supporting stanchion has in some cases 
considerable rigidity, so th a t any bending of 
th e  stanchion will affect th e  roof truss 
m em bers adjoining the  shoe. Again, th e  stiff­
ness of th e  " stanchion usually  very m uch 
exceeds the  combined stiffness of these 
members', so th a t the  general downward de­
flection of the tru ss  betw een its  supports will 
tend  to produce certain  “ fixing ” m om ents a t 
the shoe connections. These bending actions 
may be resisted  a t the  shoe partly  b y -a lte ra ­
tions in the  direct forces in the connecting 
m em bers as well as by the ir resistance to 
bending. Any . estim ation ,of the stresses 
introduced would be uncertain  and a t best 
applicable only to  particu lar cases; b u t th e  
existence and na tu re  of such ac tions. should be 
borne in m ind in  the  design of the  shoe joints 
and of the  adjoining m em bers.
U nder load th e  m em bers of a roof truss 
■alter in  length and thus, owing to th e  partia l 
rig id ity"01 the  joints, stresses arise of a type 
usually! V known as “ secondary.” Such 
stresses are largely influenced by th e  relative 
stiffness of the m em bers of the  fram e under 
consideration; and thus in a roof truss the 
com paratively stiff and ' continuous ra fte r 
m em ber will be a p o ten t factor. I t  is clear 
th a t th e  resistance of th e  ra fte r as a beam  will 
to some ex ten t relieve the  rem ainder of. the  
framework of its  load; and an idea of the- 
ex ten t of this effect m ay be gained by refer­
ence to  some tes ts  on a large experim ental 
roof truss carried out by M essrs. L ander, 
Cook and Petavel a t M anchester U niversity.* 
These te s ts  indicate d  reduction (at working 
loads) of the  direct pull 1 in th e  m ain  tie 
m em bers of some 5 to  25 per c e n t.;  and a 
similar, b u t m uch m ore irregular, reduction in 
some of th e 'w e b  ties of the  truss. I t  is 
in teresting to note th a t these te s ts  indicated 
considerable bending effects ' in th e  s tru t 
m em bers of the  t r u s s ; ' for, because th e  
extensom eter employed could no t be placed on 
the centroid lines of the  s tru ts  i t  was found 
th a t bending effects v itia ted  any estim ation  of 
the direct th ru s t in the  s tru ts  from m easure­
m ents elsewhere in the ir section.
In  th e  experim ental truss referred to above, 
one of the  shoes was fixed and the  other free 
to move on rollers. Now th e  n a tu re  of the  
shoe'fix ing is very evidently an im portan t 
factor w ith regard to th e  reduction of the' force 
in the m ain t i e ; for w ith shoes m ore or less  
rigidly held a t a definite distance apart, a 
further reduction of the  pull in th e  m ain  tie  
unay be expected as the  tru ss will partake of 
the n a tu re  of an arch. In  an ordinary steel­
fram ed building, by calculating th e  relative
* “/ An Experimental Determination of the Stresses in 
a Roof Truss,” in Proc. I.C.E., Vol. 189 (1912).
(
stiffness of th e  stanchions and of the  tru ss  in found to be only about 1 per cent, less in
a horizontal direction, th e ; reduction of force value th an  those obtained by the usual
in the  m ain  ties due to the rigidity of the m ethods. ' H aving regard to these theoretical
stanchions m ay be e s tim a ted ; in  rhe particular considerations as well as to the experim ental
case of a sim ple steel-fram ed shed th is action results, it is suggested th a t no allowance can .
v a s  found to  effect a reduction of force in the be m ade for a reduction of force in the  web
m ain tie  m em bers of about 3 per cen t. m em bers of a roof tru ss ; in fact, to allow for
I t  appears from th e  above considerations probable irregularities of loading, design for an
th a t a reduction of the  conventionally esti- increased force is recom m ended. ■ ' ,
m ated  pull in the  m ain tie m em bers of a tru ss  1 ,
of at least 10 p ercen t, may reasonably be Outline Method of Design for
expected. . _ J o J
W ith  regard to the  web m em bers, th e  Steel Roof T fU S S  Member'S.
experim ental evidence above referred to is J
m uch m ore uncertain  and indicates a very Reference is m ade throughout th is outline
irregular distribution of the  actual loading— design to the  light 50 ft. span F rench  roof
in some . cases (at working loads) widely truss shown in Fig. 9. - -
departing from th e  conventional theoretical ' d
values. , Moreover, the continuity of the rafter ) Calculation of Primary
m em bers, which is th e  principal cause of tire ( /  j  j. ? w  j
reduction of load in the  m ain tie  of a truss, ■ FoTCeS *__—
can (as long as the  external loads are applied , ,
a t the  panel points) have little  effect upon the  H aving estim ated the external loading and
loads carried by the  web m em bers. Thus, on proportioned the  reactions to  su it fixing of
the  assum ption of continuous rafters in a shoes, rigidity of supports, e tc ., th e  required
King P ost T russ, bu t w ith all o ther joints prim ary forces m ay be readily calculated from
hinged, the  forces in its  web m em bers were a scale line diagram  of th e  truss. 1 The 
calculated by a sim ple application of C a s t i - \  prim ary forces essential to the  design of th e  /
g liano’s Theorem  of L east S tra in  E nergy and v tru ss  of Fig. 9 are given in 'co l. 2, Table B .
/^O/rt S frtsf'.
8
C2) ' Adjustment of Primary 
 ^ Forces fo r  Design : —
In  order to allow for the effects noticed in 
Problem  4 above, the  following ad justm ents 
are nex t m ade to the  prim ary forces to arrive 
a t the  design loads of col. 3 h— /
: (a) Forces in m ain  ties decreased by 10 per 
cent. -: - , \ '
: .(b) Forces in web m em bers increased by 
Y 10 per cent. . ■
(c) Forces in rafters and central tie 
■„ unaltered. -
(d j Detailed Theoretical De­
sign :-------
The general .process adopted is as follows:-—
(a) The eccentricity  (e) of the rivets in the 
selected section is estim ated  and modified by 
a factor (k) to allow for effects noticed in 
Problem  .2 above. The coefficient (E) of 
col. 6 is then  calculated thus:—
■ r ;. E=i+Ke? ; :
—where the neu tra l axis d istance (n) and the
radius ■ of gyration (g) are both m easured 
for bending due to  the  eccentric loading.
The factor k  is taken  as B for th e  rafters, 
.5 for the  m ain ties, -.75 for th e  m ain stru ts  
and apex ties, and 1.00 for m em bers of u n ­
sym m etrical section. F or the  la tte r, the  
values of E  were calculated by the, application 
of the  m om enta! ellipse m ethod, using a
position for the  centre of loading' as a t B in
-Fig. 7. The preparation of a schedule of 
values of E  for a range of sections is suggested 
.for use in design. . / ' .
'(b) The m ax. slenderness ratio  of col. 7 is 
the  ratio of the length of the  equivalent hinged 
s tru t to the  m in. radius of gyration for the 
section; for the slenderness ratio of col. 8, the 
radius of gyration for th e  plane of the  eccen­
tric ity  bending m om ent has been used. In  
both cases the equivalent length has been 
taken  as 80 per cent, of the actual length for 
the  rafters and 100 per cent, for all other
s tru ts . ■ , , ' . ;
y (c) The average stress over each section and 
the m axim um  stress occurring are given in
cols. 9 and 11, and are calculated as there
indicated. These are to be com pared w ith 
the  corresponding" perm issib le ' stresses of 
cols. 10 and 12. F or the  ties, 8 tons per 
sq. in. has. been adopted; for. the  stru ts , the  
values of col. 10 correspond to M oncrieff’s 
values for the slenderness ratios of col. 7 and ; 
those of col. 12 to' the  ratios of col. 8.
(d) Comparison of cols. 9 and 10 and 11 
and 12 show the sections selected to  be safe 
and economical. .
' \ ' 9 ' '
f4J Special Conditions of Loading,
, etc. :------- 1 . \  ; ” . ^
The effects considered in Problem s 1 and 3 
m ay be allowed for as follow s:—
L atera l Loading on IIa f te rs :—  y
(a) E stim ate  equivalent panel point loads b y ' 
the “ simple span ” m ethod and increase all 
such equiv. loads by 10 per cent, for th e  cal­
culation of the prim ary forces.
Table B.
Member. ,
Primary
Force.
(tons)
Design
Load.
' (W) 
(tons)
Section. .' . j
Area 
of , 
Section
(A)
sq. ins,
Eccent.
Coefi.
(E)
Max.
Slender­
ness
Ratio.
Slender­
ness
Ratio
for
Ecc.
B.M.
Av.
Stress.*
tons/ 
sq. in.
Safe 
Av.- 
Stress, 
tons / 
sq. id.
Max.
Stress.
( ? - )  
tons / 
sq. in.
Safe 
Max: 
Stress, 
tons/ 
sq. in.
Rafter... ... 8-97 8-97' 2/3 x2^xj - 2-62 1-25 72 72 3-.42 4-42 4-27 4-42
Main Strut 2-55 2-81 2/21x2 ,xJ 2-12 2-05 91 91 1-33 3-48 2-72 3-48
Sec. Struts ... 1-27 1-40 1/2 x2 x l 0-94 2-88 90 47 1-49 3-52 4-29 5-64
Main Tie ... 8-90 ■ 8-01 2/2  ^x 2 xj 2-12 1-70 —  - — 5-80 8-00 6-42 8-00
Central Tie ... 3-64 3-64 l/2£x2 Xf 1-06 1-71 — . — . 5-28 8-00 5-87 8-00
Apex Tie ... 5-34 - .5-87 2/2 J x 2 xl 2-12 2-05 : —  ■ . — ■ v 4-25 8-00 5-67 8-00
Sec. Ties 1 ... .1-67 ' d-84 ,1/2 X2 xj 0-94 2-88 . 3-35 8-00 .5-65
1
8-00
* Average Stress calculated on gross area for struts and net area for ties net area of angle section tie takeri as 
/ > net area of rivetted leg plus half area of outstanding leg.
(b) Take m ax. B .M . on ra fte r as 90 per 
cen t, of m ax. “  simple B .M .
(c) Increase max. stress in web m em bers 
attached  to rafter by stress due to bending 
m om ent in plane of tru ss of value 10 per cent: 
of m ax. “  sim ple B.M.. in adjoining panel 
lengths. , •
(d) Take equivalent hinged length of all 
s tru ts  as full actual length.
N on-intersection of axes of m em bers at 
jo in ts:--- '
(a) At riveted joints divide to ta l B .M . in tro­
duced a t joint among connecting m em bers in 
proportion to  th e ir stiffnesses (X/1 ); a t  bolted 
shoe joints, consider only 25 per cent, of the 
to ta l B .M . at joint as. taken  by the roof truss 
m em bers if bolted to stanchions or valley 
girders and 75 per cent, if bolted to  eaves 
girders. ■
(b) Take equivalent hinged length of all 
s tru ts  as full actual length A , ,
(5 y  Some■ Practical Consider­
ations :-------
Owing to  the sm allness of the  loads involved 
in this particular design, § in. rivets have been 
employed in preference to the  niore usual 
f  in. rivets. ‘The sm allest section selected is 
a 2 in. x 2 in. x J  in. angle; th is is regarded 
as an absolute m inim um  and a 2^ in. x 2 in. 
x \  in. angle section is preferred. Allowance, 
for corrosion, etc., is b est m ade by a general 
increase of th e  thickness of th e  m em b ers; 
thus 2J in. x 2 in. x in. angles m ight be 
substitu ted  for the 2 in. x 2 in. x \  in. angles 
shown in Table B  and the whole of the 
m em bers m ade in. thick instead  of ^ in ., as 
proposed. M odifications of this na tu re  will 
depend chiefly upon conditions of m ain ­
tenance, possible corrosive influences, and the 
degree of perm anence required.
